
Book of Revelation wall charts 

Were created to understand the book of Revelation by simply paralleling the seven seal Judgments with the 
seven historical events. I recommend checking out my YouTube channel that shows how I deciphered 
Revelation, plus read the introduction for each chart to help select which one you like or request all four. And 
read my introduction to my forthcoming book. “The book of Revelation Original Scroll Layout Volume-1”  a 
Cross-Reference book. “Understand the Seven-Seal Judgments & Third Temple Timeline by paralleling the 
events.” 

We ask that you please consider donating to our cause that helps prepare people before they build the Third 
Temple. In return I will send you my original scroll chart that took 20 years to organize. Or request other charts 
that help understand Revelation. 

1: Modern book view 60"x 9" $10 helps see how difficult it is to parallel the 7- seals & 7-historical periods. 
2: Original scroll view 18"x 36" $20 helps see the original scroll, but still hard to parallel the 7-events. 
3: Seven Periods timeline scroll view 40"x 36" $30 helps clearly parallel the 7- seals & 7-historical periods. 
4: Imagery timeline scroll with a combined timeline chart 30"x 42"$40 helps parallel the images quickly. 
Below are all four with approximate sizes, we ask that you consider donating at any amount to cover printing, 
shipping, and handling. Or all four charts for $70. that will help our ministry. 
 

 
 

Sample layout of all four charts on an approximate 5’x 8’ wall, to compare all at the same time.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 

 

 

#1 The Book of Revelation, Modern view, is an 8-page wall chart. 60"tall x 9"wide x +- 
The purpose of this chart is to show how we read the Bible today, realizing it's hard to 
match the seven events compared to the original scroll view. Plus, to show the difference 
between a vertical book view and a horizontal scroll view.  
 
Jose used the King James (AKJV) translation, keeping the original 22 chapters chronology 
without adding or taking away from the Bible. And added a dividing line to show the (8) 
ending with heading & subheadings. And color-coded the three of seven events to 
confirm they are parenthetical chapters to one main prophecy. 
 
In the next charts, he will show how he re-arranged it back in its original layout, in a way 
to understand it. Plus, he highlighted (color-coded) the parenthetical chapters per the 
original scroll  
 

 
 

 
 
#2 The Book of Revelation Original scroll is an 8-column wall chart 18" x 36" +-. It helps to see how the Jewish 
people read scripture in the ancient days. It's the entire book in the plain text showing when each major vision 
begins and ends. On an 8-column scroll, or in a parallel or side-by-side view, liken the dead sea scrolls. I only 
added headings & subheadings and color-coded the three major events with blue, red, and gold to confirm the 
three significant events. 5 of 8 columns show a (Blue) area representing the rapture of the church timeline, 
confirming that the Post-Tribulation Rapture signifies the end of the seven years. 7 of 8 columns show a (Red) 
area representing Judgment- the wrath of God. 7 of 8 columns show a (Gold) area representing God's Kingdom 
begins in heaven, that will last forever.  Please read how to understand this chart, at the of bottom page. 



 
 
#3 The Book of Revelation Seven period scroll is an 8-column 40" x 36" +- scroll wall chart. It helps see 
everything described in the original scroll, but I color-coded seven-period lines instead of three. Plus, I 
expanded the book vertically to see them align with each other. So, everyone could understand the seven-
sealed prophecy by simply paralleling the historical periods because it's hard to see or explain the same events 
unless you parallel them in a side-by-side view. 
 



 
 
#4 The Book of Revelation Imagery timeline scroll is an 8-column wall chart 2'x 4' +-. It helps parallel the 
seven-events with the seven-parenthetical chapters by using imagery. It offers everything described in the other 
views. But I removed the plain text and added a short paraphrase explaining each period, including the imagery 
that represents figurative language. 
In other words, it's a quick view chart with the idea that a picture is worth a thousand words and faster than 
trying to explain it. In fact, I could not fully understand the book until I parallel the symbolism. Then I fully 
understood the vision hoping this would clarify the rapture doctrine to stop division in the church. 
 
The combined timeline chart, 2'x 1' +- is part of the imagery timeline scroll; it helps see how I combined all 
8-columns (endings) into one timeline. Using two columns shows the symbolism vs. literal: it's a quick view 
confirming an accurate timeline as realistically possible. So, no one will ever mislead you of what will happen 
when they build the Third Temple during the last days. 
Note: the bottom page are instructions how to understand the original scroll chart. 
Scripture was taken from the Authorized (King James) Version (AKJV) Cambridge Edition: 1611-1909, © 2020   
All Rights Reserved, by Jose Oscar Salinas 
 
 
 
 



The Book of Revelation original scroll 
St. John the Divine, an Apostle, a Seer, a Prophet, a Messenger of God 

 
by Jose Oscar Salinas Jr. Revised 1-7-2022 

 

Many say the book of Revelation is the most challenging book to understand, but Jose says it's not if you read it in its original scroll 
layout. And it deserves a second chance to understand it, first because it shows a clear timeline of what's going to happen during 
Daniel's last seventieth-week prophecy, including the coming Third Temple. Simply by paralleling the periods with the parenthetical 
chapters (8) times as if John wrote (8) pages that have (8) endings telling us about heaven. Second, this book commands pastors and 
leaders to prepare the saints for the Seven-Seal judgments. So, you won't run weary and lose hope when the events begin to happen. 
Because many will fall away, who misunderstand scripture unintentionally or listened to false teachers who are trying to set you up for 
the fall, scoffers will rise mocking you, saying “Where is the promise of his coming?" 

Nevertheless, he kept the 22 chapters in chronological order on an (8) column scroll after re-arranging the entire Bible back into its 
Historical-Chronological order, which has taken 20 years. This scroll fits the entire book and focuses on understanding the structure; 
that helps us see Bible prophecy in one glance. Most say it's a breakthrough; God has given us light, and the only way to understand is 
by seeing three main divisions: Warning, Judgment, and Details. 

THE SCROLL CONTAINS  8- COLUMNS with 7-endings speaking about heaven 
1. Seven Church Angels 1-3: commanded to warn the saints, he who overcomes the Roman beast-kingdom shall be saved 
2. Seven Seal Judgments 4-7: shows the judgments on those who did not have the seal; the word of God-Holy spirit 
3. Seven Trumpet Angels 8-10: instructed to destroy those who accepted the mark [doctrine] of the Roman beast or worship his image 
4. Seven Year Treaty, the Third Temple 11: implies a seven-year peace plan; then the Romans breaks it in the middle 
5. Reveals the fourth beast (Roman Empire) & the Revived Roman Empire-Religion & Ecumenical Churches 12-13  
6. Seven Flying Angels 14: (Holy Spirit) warns the saints not to worship the Roman beast or his image, then rapture the saints 

Angelic Beings 15: shuts the Temple gates to heaven till the 7- bowl angels prepare the wrath of God 
Seven Bowl Angels 16: pour the 7-bowls of wrath on those left behind and on the two beast-kingdoms and those who believed the big lie 

7. Reveals the Roman Beast Religion; the Mystery Babylon- Catholic Church who deceived and currpted the earth 17: 
Describes her Judgment with a last warning to get out of her & Christ Returns to Heaven after avenging His saints 18-19: 

8. Christ Millennial Kingdom on Earth, God’s glory and His everlasting Kingdom in Heaven 20-22: 

IT REVEALS THE SEVEN MAJOR PERIODS a chronological order timeline of the Last Days 
1. Christ Millennial Reign on earth, he warned the churches to prepare-strengthen the saints for what’s about to happen (thereafter) 
2. Tribulation- the Time of the Gentile because they did not listen, God released 5 of 7 seals to test the saints during Church History (current) 
3. 70th Week of Daniel, the Roman beast-kingdom signs a seven-year peace plan, initiates building the Third Temple (next period) 
4. Great Tribulation a 3 ½ year period, begins in the middle of the 7-years because Rome breaks the treaty and God releases the last 2 seals 
5. Rapture signifies the end of the seven years, at the last trumpet saints are taken into heaven [Post Tribulation- Pre-Wrath] 
6. Wrath of God initiates the Final Battle of Armageddon when He destroys the Roman & Ecumenical beast-kingdoms and those left behind 
7. God’s Everlasting Kingdom in heaven signifies the hope we have, no more pain or suffering ever again 

IT CONFIRMS THE THIRD TEMPLE TIMELINE giving us hope that God will protect Israel and the saints 
People have been hearing that the temple might be built. But what does this book say will happen? Will there be peace? Will the man 
of sin stand in the temple? Will the beast- kingdom set up his image inside the temple, or will God destroy him before? 
 

PURPOSE: Jose organized this book because he deeply desired to know the truth, which he struggled in Bible college with so many 
interpretations, not knowing who to believe. He looked for visual charts that paralleled the periods, but he could not find one that 
made sense. So, he re-arranged the entire Bible back to its chronological order. And compare the periods in a way everyone could 
understand them. Second for the church: he saw overwhelming division over the rapture doctrine and wanted to help unite the church 
before building the third temple. This scroll is 18" x 36", one of four charts so you could see how they read the manuscripts in the 
first-century church. It's the entire book, plain text showing when each vision begins and ends.  
In this view, he only added headings & subheadings and color-coded the parenthetical chapters with the three main periods.  
5 of 8 columns show a (Blue) area that represents the rapture timeline. 7 of 8 columns show a (Red) area that represents 
Judgment- the wrath of God on those who are left behind. 7 of 8 columns show a (Gold) area that represents heaven, the 
kingdom of God begins. See further notes in his book coming soon explaining how he deciphered this book; and check out his 
YouTube Channel or order one or all four charts that will give you a complete understanding on Revelation. 
 

Tips to understand this scroll chart, lineup all the color-coded sections (blue, red, gold), and everything will come together. Yet it’s 
easier to see all seven periods if you check out my YouTube video or order my seven-period scroll. That lays it out for you, or my 
imagery timeline scroll that matches the periods, and this is when everything finally came together. 
 

 

The Authorized (King James) Version 
(AKJV) Cambridge Edition: 1611-1909  

 

“Scripture quotations from The Authorized (King 
James) Version. Rights in the Authorized Version 
in the United Kingdom are vested in the Crown. 
Reproduced from the permission of the Crown’s 

patentee, Cambridge University Press”. 
 

 
Unite Christians & Jews Ministries 
Before they build the Third Temple- A light to the World 

 
www.unitechristiansandjews.org  

or YouTube Channel 
 Unite Christians & Jews                
before the Third Temple 
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